
 
 

 
 

Somfy Expert Website Information 

As part of the requirements of joining the Somfy Expert program, your business agreed 
to provide information on Somfy on your website, with a link back to the Somfy website. 
The below document provides you with the information you need to complete these 
requirements. 

Should you require any assistance, please do not hesitate to contact your Somfy 
Regional Sales Manager or the Somfy Marketing Team. 

 

Linking Back to Somfy from Your Website 

It is more relevant for the visitors to your website to be landed on a specific page within 
the Somfy website that deals with your products or something specific that would be of 
benefit to them, such as videos or product information, rather than simply the home 
page. This will make it clearer for the visitors and be of more benefit to them. It will also 
assist with Search Engine Optimisation for your business and for Somfy. 

This means you will need to: 

• Visit the Somfy website, www.somfy.com.au 

• Choose which page you would like to link back to (remember, not the home 
page) 

• Create the link from your website 

Information on Your Website 

Somfy has provided a general overview of our business and the products we supply. It 
will be beneficial for you to adapt this information to your business – only place the 
product information that is applicable to your business and adapt to your website and 
your business. 

By adapting this information to suit your business it will assist with Search Engine 
Optimisation for your business and for Somfy. 

This means you will need to: 

• Read over the below company and product information 

• Select the applications applicable to your business 

• Personalise the information to suit your business 

• Upload the information onto your website 

• Advise Somfy if you would like to use any product or lifestyle images – send all 
requests for images to mary.maidiotis@somfy.com   

http://www.somfy.com.au/
mailto:mary.maidiotis@somfy.com


 
 

 
 

General Introduction to Somfy 

Somfy automation has been designed to offer greater flexibility and convenience for you 
and your home. Imagine going to bed at night with blinds drawn for full privacy and 
waking up to rays of sunshine illuminating your living space, all preset to occur without 
you having to do a thing! 

Experience uninterrupted style, entertaining and moments with an automated home 
from Somfy. Enhance your lifestyle with blinds, curtains and awnings all under your 
control at the touch of a button. 

Benefits of Motorising Internal Window Coverings 

The environment we create within our homes and offices contributes significantly to 
health and wellbeing in our daily lives. Somfy automation systems enhance our living 
environments and wellbeing by adding convenience, safety, thermal comfort and energy 
efficiency. 

By choosing Somfy automated window coverings, you maximise the functionality of your 
product and gain a much-desired flexibility that is simply not possible with a manual 
system. 

The benefits of Somfy automated blinds and curtains include: 

1. Convenience 
With the simple touch of a button you can move your blind or curtain to whatever 
position you like. You can also add sensors and timers, so your products work for 
you even when you’re not at home.  
 
The home automation solution, Connexoon Window RTS, allows you to control 
your window coverings from your mobile device, no matter where you are in the 
world. Connexoon Window RTS is also compatible with IFTTT, allowing for voice 
control via third-party devices including Amazon Echo and Google Nest. 
 

2. Energy Efficiency 
Reduce your energy usage by controlling the amount of heat and light entering 
your home. Keep your home cool in summer by reflecting the harsh heat of the 
sun but allow the sun in during winter to enjoy natural warmth and light. 
 

3. Longer Lifespan 
Manual operation can damage blinds and curtains through excessive force or 
improper use. Somfy’s smooth and controlled operation of blinds and curtains 
ensures both maximum functionality and a longer lifespan of the product. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

4. Safety 
Loose cords and chains are a danger to young children. With Somfy automated 
blinds and curtains, the cords and chains are completely removed, providing 
peace of mind for you and a safer environment for your children. 
 
Protecting your home while you’re away is even easier with Somfy automation, 
allowing you to control your window coverings wherever you are in the world, or 
pre-program scenarios to simulate presence in your home and deter intruders. 
 

5. Quiet and Discreet 
Somfy’s world leading motors are fully concealed inside the tube of the blind. 
With the simple press of the remote control you will enjoy the ambience and 
impress your guests with a quiet and sophisticated automated system. In 
particular, Somfy’s Sonesse range of motors is especially designed for silence. 

Internal Products 

Sonesse – ultra quiet motors 

Somfy offers world leading performance with the range of Sonesse ultra quiet motors. 
Sonesse motors use patented technology to dampen noise and vibration to deliver a 
new standard in acoustic control. The Sonesse range is available in both wired 
technology, RTS radio technology motors and WireFree motors. 

Curtain motorisation 

Somfy’s Glydea ULTRA curtain motor system is quiet, discreet, flexible and robust to 
deliver the highest quality in automated curtains for any location. Designed with an 
adaptable operating system to suit the environment, you can choose to control your 
curtains via dry-contact, radio RTS technology or RS485 modules. Plus, the ‘Touch 
Motion’ feature will open or close the curtain simply by pulling on the fabric. 

Alternatively, Somfy’s Irismo 45 WireFree RTS motors provides you with all the benefits 
of curtain motorisation, without the need for domestic wiring, thanks to a removable, 
rechargeable battery. 

Somfy’s WireFree Range 

Offering the benefits of remote control operation without the need for electrical 
connection, Somfy’s battery powered motors are the ideal solution for hard to reach 
blinds, when electrical connection is difficult or simply as your introduction to 
motorisation. 

 

  



 
 

 
 

Benefits of Motorising External Products 

The sun protection provided by awnings, roller shutters and external blinds is a key 
factor for health and wellbeing in our daily lives. Somfy motor and control systems 
enhance our wellbeing by adding convenience, thermal comfort and environmental 
efficiency. 

By choosing a Somfy automated awning, roller shutters or external blind you maximise 
the functionality of your product and gain a much-desired flexibility that is simply not 
possible with a manual system. 

The benefits of Somfy automated awnings, roller shutters and external blinds include: 

1. Convenience 
With the simple touch of a button you can move your awning, roller shutter or 
external blind to whatever position you like. You can also add sensors and 
timers, so your products work for you even when you’re not at home.  
 
The home automation solution, Connexoon Window RTS, allows you to control 
your window coverings from your mobile device, no matter where you are in the 
world. Connexoon Window RTS is also compatible with IFTTT, allowing for voice 
control via third-party devices including Amazon Echo and Google Nest. 
 

2. Energy Efficiency 
Reduce your energy usage by controlling the amount of heat and light entering 
your home. The major benefit of external products is that they stop block UV rays 
or cold before it reaches your window, therefore preventing it from entering your 
home. 
 

3. Longer Lifespan 
Somfy’s smooth and controlled operation of awnings, roller shutters and external 
blinds ensures both maximum functionality and a longer lifespan of the product. 
Manual operation can damage blinds and awnings through excessive force or 
improper use.  
 
Somfy’s Maestria 50 RTS motor is designed for all types of external screens and 
features smart obstacle detection, which will automatically retract your screen 
when it detects an obstacle, preventing damage to your screen. 
 

4. Safety 
Loose cords and chains are a danger to young children. With Somfy automated 
awnings, roller shutters and external blinds, the cords and chains are completely 
removed, providing peace of mind for you and a safer environment for your 
children. 
 



 
 

 
 

Protecting your home while you’re away is even easier with Somfy automation, 
allowing you to control your window coverings wherever you are in the world, or 
pre-program scenarios to simulate presence in your home and deter intruders. 
 

5. Quiet and Discreet 
Somfy world leading motors are fully concealed within the awning or sunscreen. 
With the simple press of the remote control or Connexoon Window RTS app on 
your smartphone, you will enjoy the ambience and impress your guests with a 
quiet and sophisticated automated sun protection system. 

Controls and Sensors Overview 

As a world leader in automation systems, Somfy offers a range of control solutions to 
meet any requirement in the automation of window furnishings in the home or office. 
Somfy’s unique and stylish range of remote controls provides users with the ultimate in 
convenience – all at the touch of a button. 

In conjunction with the broad range of Somfy sensors, you can create energy efficient, 
convenient environments to improve the well-being of occupants in all living spaces. 

 

Connexoon Window RTS 

Control your blinds, curtains, awnings, screens, roller shutters and RTS enabled lighting 
right from your smartphone, even when you’re away from home.  

Allows control of up to 30 products or 30 groups of products, with the ability to set 
products on a timer and create up to 4 scenarios! 

Voice Control 

Enjoy the complete smart home experience thanks to IFTTT compatibility with 
Connexoon Window RTS. Our home automation solution allows you to operate your 
window coverings using simple voice commands to your Amazon Echo or Google Nest 
device. 

Situo RTS (1, 2 or 5 channel) 

Allows control of one motor or a group of motors per channel.  

Unique design available in a stylish range of colours including pure, silver, gold and 
rose gold. 

Situo Soliris RTS (1 or 5 channel) 

Turn your sun sensor on and off with the touch of a button. 



 
 

 
 

Available in pure. 

Situo Variation RTS (1 or 5 channel) 

Revolutionary scroll wheel functionality – specific for Venetian blinds – for precise 
adjustment of horizontal blind slats. 

Available in a choice of colours including pure and silver. 

Situo Variation Soliris RTS (1 channel) 

Turn your sun sensor on and off with the touch of a button plus precise adjustment of 
horizontal blind slats. 

Available in pure. 

Telis 16 RTS (16 channel) 

Unique display screen allows for easy operation of up to 16 individual motors or 16 
groups of motors. 

Create and control multiple zones within the home to suit any lifestyle. Compatible with 
entire range of RTS products. 

Available in a choice of colours including pure and silver. 

Telis 6 Chronis RTS (6 channel) 

Allows programming of up to 6 timed events per day, plus the benefits of a 6 channel 
Somfy remote. 

Compatible with entire range of RTS products. 

Available in a choice of colours including pure and silver. 

Smoove RTS wall mounted control (1 channel) 
Wall mounted, single channel control unit, up/down and stop functions or open/close 
and stop function. 

Available in a choice of modules and frames: modules available in 3 finishes and 
framed available in 7 finishes. 

 

 

Eolis 3D Wirefree RTS motion sensor 



 
 

 
 

100% wireless wind sensor for external folding arm awnings. Automatically retracts a 
folding arm awning based on wind vibrations. Will also raise external screens in windy 
conditions to prevent fabric from tearing. 

Available in white, black and beige. 

Soliris Eolis sensor 

Automatically controls your RTS motorised products based on current weather 
conditions. Energy consumption is reduced by up to 40%, automatically protecting your 
awning or exterior screen when the sun is detected, or the sun’s intensity increases. 

Sunis Wirefree RTS sun sensor 

100% wireless sun sensor for awnings, screens, external venetian blinds and roller 
shutters. Automatically lowers your blinds or retracts your awning based on a preset 
amount of sunlight. 

Soliris RTS sun and wind sensor 

Automatically adjusts the position of a sunscreen or awning based on wind speed 
and/or a preset amount of sunlight. 

Sunis Indoor RTS wirefree sensor 

Allows you to benefit from comfort and energy savings, protecting the inside of your 
house from harmful UV rays. Automatically adjusts the position of an external blind or 
roller shutter based on a preset amount of sunlight. 

Thermosunis RTS wirefree sensor 

100% wireless indoor sun and temperature sensor. Automatically adjusts the position of 
an internal blind, roller shutter or venetian based on a preset amount of sunlight and 
inside temperature. 

Ondeis Rain sensor 

Automatically retracts an awning or closes a roof in the event of rain 


